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Mammut is one of the world’s leading manufacturers of high quality mountaineering
equipment. Mammut products range from clothing
and sleeping bags to climbing harnesses, ropes
and climbing shoes.
For over 140 years Mammut Climbing Harnesses
have exemplified uncompromising quality standards. We are only satisfied when our customers
are satisfied.
Our concept of customer service doesn’t end with
the manufacture of a top product. Accurate
technical information is just as important. We’ve
created this brochure to help you make informed
purchases, get the most out of the equipment you
buy. Technical information about materials and
construction are simply explained. So that this
information is even easier to understand, all
technical terms marked with this symbol > can
be looked up in the glossary starting on page 28.
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KNOW-HOW
Mammut has been among the leading harness producers for years. Occasionnal climbers as extreme alpinists, world cup champidaN
ons as bigwall experts trust worldwide the
know-how of Mammut‘s engineers, and the
strong collaboration with highly qualified
testing team.

Besides the rope, a harness is the most
important piece of equipment for a climber.
While yesterday’s climbers simply tied a piece
of rope around their waists, today’s harnesses are almost like a piece of clothing, giving
both comfort and safety. On the one hand
they are lightweight and hardly noticeable to
wear, and on the other hand they are comfortable to hang in – these are the two traits
between which every model of harness gives
an individually tailored solution. Every different situation a harness is used in puts specific
demands on it – below we have highlighted a
few examples for a waist harness.

daN

Climbing
When climbing the harness should give the
wearer the best possible freedom of movement; however it should always sit safely and precisely. Lightweight construction
and smooth, flexible materials fulfill these
demands best.

daN

Hanging
When hanging – whether after a fall, on a
belay, in a big wall or when working a difficult route – the harness should ensure a
good sitting position and provide good blood
circulation, even if you have to hang for some
time on the rope. The specially developed leg
loops make this comfort possible.

daN
daN

Fall
The hour of truth for every harness strikes
during a fall, when energies from three to
ten times the bodyweight of the climber can
come into effect and have to be transferred
from the harness as comfortably as possible. In our numerous laboratory tests we
have developed constructions which transfer
around 80% of the fall energy onto the leg
loops. Thus the energy from the body’s centre of gravity mostly effects the thighs. The
waist band protects and stabilizes the body
in an anatomically favorable sitting position.
Leg loops in Y or D shapes, as are used at
Mammut, avoid unpleasant pressure spots.
The parts of the harness that don’t have to
take any load are made thinner for optimum
freedom of movement and lower weight.

TECHNOLO GY
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CONSTRUCTION OF A CLIMBING HARNESS
A modern climbing harness should sit comfortable and solidly on your body. However, as a
fundamentally important part of the safety chain, every harness must have technical features
which make it more suitable for specific situations and personal preferences.

Type

Closure-System

Features

Leg loops
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Closure-System

There are four harness types which apply to
the specific areas of use according to the
standards EN-standard 12277: waist harness,
chest harness, combi-harness, children’s combi harness. For every type of harness there are
different models. Thus there is an optimum
harness for every climbing discipline.

A harness closure system should be fast and
comfortable to put on and take off, as well as
100% safe for the intended application. This is
a tall order for any harness! That is why there
are different closure systems.

Features

Leg loops

It is the small details affecting the function
of the harness which count when the harness is in use out on the rock, and especially
in stressful situations. The clever customer
looks out for small things like the ability to
answer calls of nature, confortable fabric,
easy access to gear racks, etc. when buying
a harness.

The leg loops are especially important for
waist harnesses, because they take up most
of the energy, which affects the climber when
he or she falls. Safety and comfort when climbing and falling depend heavily on the leg loop
construction.

TECHNOLO GY

Type

WHERE THE DIFFERENCE LIES
It’s not only «Swiss quality» and one hundred
percent dependability over a long life span
which sets our harnesses apart. Our research
engineers are continually developing innovative solutions that make Mammut harnesses
«State of the Art», and which have earned us
many awards in neutral tests in the past.

Heavily overused tie-in loop connection –
the weakest point for every harness.

Tie-in Protector

The patented Tie-in Protector guards the sensitive places on the harness from premature
wear: the tie-in loop connection. Tests in our
laboratory and by alpine clubs have shown
that the tie-in is very much affected by constant rubbing from the rope – when falling,
through movement when hanging, and when
abseiling. We are the first to develop and produce protection for this wear-prone place: the
Protector, a stable-shaped and chafe-resistant plastic piece, that has been worked into
the tie-in area. However the Protector does

not only give chafe-protection and thus a
longer life: it also distributes the load evenly
on both leg loops, improving hanging comfort
and saving energy. The ISPO Outdoor Award
for the Protector is proof of Mammuts innovative strength.
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Double-pass Marking

Gear carried on the gear loops has to be easy
to find and to get to – depending on which
discipline you partake in, this could consist
of quick-draws, ice screws, friends or other
gear. The ergonomically-shaped Mammut
gear loops are thermoformed for the best
possible handling.

Double-pass buckles are only safe if the webbing has been looped back. The conspicuous
Danger Stamping is an optical warning which
cannot be overlooked should the wearer accidentally forget – a clear safety feature for
all beginners and experts alike. A seam in
contrasting colors indicates whether enough
webbing is showing out the other side of the
buckle (safety reserve).

Thermofixed Webbing

Drop Seat Buckles

The webbing used on the leg loops are stabilized through a specially developed process
– through this, the durability of the webbing
ends is improved considerably. The improved
handling properties prevent annoying fumbling, as is the case with softer or frayed
webbing.

With the Drop Seat buckles, the adjustable
elastic straps on the leg loops can be undone
from the back of the harness in one click .
This feature is practical in «emergency situations».

TECHNOLO GY

Asymmetrical
Gear Loops

Seam Technology

Sandwich Padding
with 3-D-Mesh

All relevant safety seams are continuously
tested and optimized during the prototype
phase of harness production. If the test
results fulfill our high criteria – and only
then – the seam picture is used. Thus for a
production series on our computer-controlled
sewing machines, the same high quality is
guaranteed for every harness.

All padded parts on the inside are equipped
with a skin-friendly, moisture-transporting,
three dimensional net fabric, 3-D-Mesh. This
promotes sweat-free ventilation for comfort.
On the outside we use robust and chaferesistant fabrics like Cordura.

Anatomically
shaped Waist

Carrying border tape

All padded pieces and harness closures have
been cut to fit the shape of the human body,
guaranteeing it to sit just right and allow full
freedom of movement. The especially narrow
closure webbing (26 and 32 mm) on the front
also contribute to this. The models Apollo,
Venus, New Wave and Focus have been conically cut in the hip area, which means the
bottom is cut wider than the top, so that they
fit to the natural shape of the hips: for the
model Venus the female anatomy was taken
into account, and amongst other features, has
an extended belay loop.

All of our top models have an extremely thin
but very strong border tape on the edge of
the padding. The closure webbing, which is
connected to the border tape, helps to evenly
distribute the energy onto the entire padded
surface, rather than folding – the padding
thus gives you maximum comfort over its
entire width.

B U C K L E S YS T E M
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Slide Bloc System

Double-pass buckles

Click buckles

The proven classic in a new design. Due to its
asymmetric shape (for right and left) and the
stiffened ends of the harness webbing, these
cool colored buckles are easy to thread; a
Danger Stamping reminds you to double back
the webbing. Superlight, great for weight
fanatics and sport climbers.

Smart and safe in every situation. Like the
Slide-Bloc buckles, the click buckle blocks
with just one simple tug. If the harness is
put on over crampons or skis, the buckle can
simply be opened and closed again by loosening and turning it. Fast flexibility, especially
appreciated by mountaineers and alpinists.

Super fast and incredibly safe. You just can’t
do anything wrong: pull it tight and that’s it.
A strong tug on the harness webbing, and the
buckle is reliably closed. To open it, you just
loosen it, there are no loose ends to get in
your way when putting the harness on again.
The fast and safe solution!

K AUFHILFE
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Depending on the demands of the particular
use and your personal preference, our harnesses come with three different types of
buckle systems. Whether you prefer doublepass buckles, click buckles or the safe and
convenient Slide Bloc buckles, it doesn’t
matter – they are all made of highly durable
aluminium alloy, which guarantees maximum
safety.

WHICH HARNESS IS THE RIGHT ONE

Which type of
harness is the right
one?

optimal
suitable

Teaching

Via Ferata

Big Wall

Mounaineering

Ice Climbing

Alpine
Rock Climbing

Alpine
Sport Climbing

Competition

Sport Climbing

Allround

What do I need my harness for?

Climbing
These sport and traditional climbing harnesses provide
the best freedom of movement for any vertical challenges. The anatomical cut guarantees it to fit perfectly,
and 3-D-mesh padding ensures climbing and hanging
comfort in every situation. Innovative technology of the
highest level – whether you want to push your limits or
are simply looking for maximum comfort or versatility.
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Model

Buckle system

MANA

Asymmetric buckle

280

APOLLO

Asymmetric buckle

340

VENUS

Asymmetric buckle

330

NEW WAVE

Slide Bloc System

380

FOCUS

Asymmetric buckle

460

UNIVERSAL SLIDE BLOCK

Slide Bloc System

500

BAFFIN

Asymmetric / Click buckle

480

SWIFT

Slide Bloc System

360

PEAK SLIDE BLOCK

Slide Bloc System

550

ALPINE LIGHT

Asymmetric buckle

280

ALPINE COMBI

Asymmetric / Click buckle

570

CIVETTA

Click buckle

590

MOSKITO

Asymmetric buckle

480

KOALA

Asymmetric buckle

430

Alpine

Kids

On big routes and high in the mountains, minimum
weight is of maximum importance. The harnesses of
Mammut’s Alpine Line will ensure that your performance will not be limited by this: not a gram too heavy
not a gram too light. In this line you will also find
special individual solutions for specific uses: the right
harness for every thinkable situation you are ever likely

These days more than ever before, kids are becoming
natural climbing partners in indoor climbing walls,
outside on the rock and in the mountains. These lead
climbers of tomorrow should also experience this sport
with a maximum of safety and fun. The Mammut Kids
harnesses are not only perfectly adapted to the special
proportions of a child’s body but guarantee an optimum
fit for years to come due to the adjustable parts of the
harness.

to find yourself in.

BUYING AID

Weight g

Type

Features

Leg loop adjustable

Selection of the right harness.

W H AT D O I N E E D MY H A R N E S S F O R
Every harness has been designed for a specific area of use. The indoor climber needs a different
harness from the Big Wall climber, the ski-tourer needs a different harness from the ice-climber,
etc. Of course you don’t have to buy a different harness for every type of climbing that you do.
However it is worth getting the model that most closely suits your favorite activity.

Sport Climbing
Ceuse, Frankenjura, Rumney
On steep rock faces, anatomical shaping
and a low weight guarantee optimum fit
and the best possible freedom of movement.
Very good padding made of breathable material, nice feel and comfort for working routes.
Only in self-belaying climbing areas will you
need bigger gear loops for more equipment
(friends, carabiners).
Extreme sport climbing/
Competition climbing
At your limit – from personal projects to the
limits of human possibilities.
For maximum performance for onsight and
red point climbing, where light weight and a
good fit is everything, our harnesses for those
that specialize in the most difficult climbing are reduced to the absolute necessities;
thin webbing on non-weight bearing places
reduces the weight to a scarcely believable
minimum – this harness fits like a second
skin.

Alpine Sport Climbing
Wendenstöcke, Verdon, The Diamond
Depending on your goal, freedom of movement (for maximum difficulty) or hanging
comfort stands in the foreground. On long
traditional routes large, easily visible gear
loops are important. Adjustable leg loops can
be practical in bad weather (over trousers)
and add versatility.
Alpine mountaineering
Cascade volcanoes, Denali, Eiger North Face
Ambitious alpine routes put a lot of demands
on a harness. It must be both light and comfortable, and when abseiling it must have sufficient room for the necessary gear. It should
be adjustable for different thicknesses of
clothing and be usable with gloves on, using
the Slide Bloc System. Many alpine mountaineers complete the waist harness with a
chest harness.
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Alpine Raid
Alaska Range, Mont Blanc, Haute Route
Since falling into a crevasse is something that
happens infrequently, this harness never gets
“serious use”. That is why hanging comfort
can be sacrificed for wearing comfort. Extra
adjustability allows for summer or winter
use and the ability to put on over crampons
or skis.
Big Wall
Yosemite, Val di Mello, Baffin Island
When working for days on end on rough
granite, you really learn to appreciate a padded harness with optimum hanging comfort.
Generous gear loops and a Haul Loop (loop to
tie on the haul rope) are very practical.
Via Ferratas
Dolomites, Lake Garda, Lecco
Despite wearing a Via Ferrata set, falls on a
Via Ferrata should be avoided at all costs due
to the heavy fall load; even hanging is seldom
done. That is why we pay more attention to
chafe-free comfort. Due to possibly uncontrolled and unpracticed falls, a chest harness
with a waist harness gives you added security; full-body harnesses have the advantage
of a simpler overview.

Teaching
To be in the category of a teaching harness
the highest safety requirements need to be
proved. Slide bloc buckle system as well as
the “one fits all”-criteria are the most important features of these harnesses.

BUYING AID

Ice Climbing
Lake Whilloughby, Ouray, Val Daone
Just like with alpine sportclimbing, everyone
has to find a personal compromise between
hanging comfort and freedom of movement
– from WI-2-enjoyment of icefalls, up to M8
and beyond. Gear loops that you can easily
see are a must, adjustable leg loops allow
space for different thicknesses of clothing.

TYP C

TY

TYP D

W H AT T YP E S O F C L I M B I N G H A R N E S S E S A R E T H E R E
The EN-standard 12277 differentiates between four different construction shapes of harnesses:
combi-harness (Type A), childrens combi-harness (Type B), waist harness (Type C) and chest
harness (Type D). Every type of harness has a different role and function; you choose a suitable
TYP D
TYP C
model depending on the purpose for use and personal preferrance.

TYP C

TYP C

TTYYPP CD

Waist harness
The waist harness is, and for very good reason, the most widely used model. It is suitable for nearly every discipline of mountain
sport, especially for difficult climbing on
rock, ice and on alpine routes. 80% of the fall
load is transferred through the leg loops onto
the thighs, while the belt around the waist
protects the spinal column. Since the waist
harness is built around the bodies centre of
gravity, the pull of the rope on long pitches
is less annoying than other harness types. It
also has great freedom of movement and a
comfortable hanging position.

D
TYP A

TYP D

A
TYP B

Chest harness
In a few situations it is recommended to complete the waist harness with the additional
use of a chest harness. Children up to the
age of about 12 years old could slide out
of a waist harness, which can be prevented
through use of a chest harness; As they are
often a bit top-heavy as well, it can help to
keep them upright. People with a large hip
circumference can also benefit from a chest
harness to avoid slipping out of a harness.
A chest harness should never be used by
itself, since hanging free can lead to death by
asphyxiation within a short space of time. To
connect the waist and chest harness, usually
an additional sling is used.

Sport Climbing, Glacier Tours**,
Ice Climbing, Mixed Routes

Only together with a waist harness: Alpinism,
hanging with backpack, heavier people

Alpine Climbing, Ski Touring

Only together with a waist harness: Via Ferrata

Beginner, Via Ferrata*
Children (up to 12 years), heavier people,
hangig with heavy backpack
*
**

Waist harnesses alone, or in combination with chest harnesses, are equally recommended for roping up in Via Ferrata.
On Glacier tours, chest harnesses together with waist harnesses are not used anymore for tiing in, due to
the uncomfortable belay position.

TYP

TYP D

TYP D

TYP A

TYP A

TYP B

TYP B

A
TYP D

TYP A
B

TYP A

TYP B

Combi-harness or Full-body harness
The combi-harness has the same safety
advantages for the demands of special situations as the combination of a waist and chest
harness, but with less hanging comfort; however it is lighter and you don’t need any other
equipment to put it on, and due to it’s large
adjustable area, it can be used for everything.
It is especially good for Via Ferratas, where
falls seldom pose a threat, but can often happen unexpectedly. Combi harnesses are also
practical to rent out.

Children’s combi or Full-body harness
«Small body harnesses» are, according to
standard, permitted for up to 40 kilograms
body weight; due to this, narrower webbing
can be used, which saves weight for the
young mountaineer and improves comfort.
The fully-adjustable harness has been especially designed to fit a childs anatomy and
grows with the child. The Mammut childrens
combi harness also has padded leg loops
for more comfort and fun when climbing or
mountaineering.

Alpinism, hangig with heavy backpack,
heavier people, Via Ferrata

Children (up to 12 years)

Beginner, Alpine Tours

optimal
suitable
acceptable
not suitable

BUYING AID
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W H AT S H O U L D I L O O K W H E N B U Y I N G A H A R N E S S
It doesn’t matter which model you decide to buy: a Mammut harness gives you guaranteed
protection. However for long-term satisfaction, it’s important to choose both the right model,
and get a good fit. Take your time when you are buying a harness.

Areas of use
Choose the harness appropriate for the type
of climbing you wish to do. You will find tips
for this in the previous chapter. Set your priorities right. For example, comfortable padding
on high alpine tours where you practically
never hang in the harness is unnecessary and
can often be quite annoying, especially when
walking.

Hang test
If hanging free is a possibility or a necessity
for the type of climbing you partake in, then
you should be able to judge the fit and comfort by doing a hang test, which is usually
offered in climbing specialty shops.
Read the instructions before you use the
harness and make yourself familiar with the
buckles and other features of the harness

‹

‹

Leg loops shall be neither too tight nor too
large.

It's much easier to evaluate fit on a hang test.
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55

50

XS

60

M

65

L

70

75

80

85

S

95

90

100

L

XS

XL

M
55

50

XS

60

65

M
S

70

XL

L

‹

Size
As a rough idea, your harness size should
be similar to that of your clothing size. The
table on this page informs you which body
size approximately corresponds to which size,
from XS to XL. Of course the size can also
vary depending on the model of the harness.
Thus you should always try the harness on;
preferably with the clothing you will be wearing under the harness. A flat hand should fit
snugly between the thigh and the leg loops.

70

XL

S

45

65

BUYING AID

45

Size table [cm] for
Mammut harnesses,
for adjustable and nonadjustable leg loops
constructions.

PRACTICAL TIPS
Climbing harnesses are actually quite simple
pieces of equipment, easy to use and quite
safe if used correctly. But your life hangs
on your harness, which is why you should
always make sure that you use it in the correct manner. A safety routine will help you to
avoid mistakes.

›
Double-pass buckles
must be doubled back,
with a sufficient
amount of webbing
Correct Tying
››
In with rope in both tie-in
loops
›››
Always cross check
before any climbing

Checking the buckles
Always check the buckles when you have put
the harness on to make sure they are correctly
connected and closed. Double-pass buckles
are only safe if they have been doubled back.
A «Danger Stamping» on Mammut harnesses
acts as a reminder should you forget. A
sufficient amount of closure webbing must
stick out the other side of the buckle, just
as in a knot on the end of a rope. With all
Mammut harnesses, a stitch in a contrasting
color shows if you have enough extra. Check
adjustable leg loops to see that they are sitting correctly and that the buckles have been
threaded correctly.
Tying in
Always tie yourself directly to the rope; do
not use carabiners, which will put an unsafe
element into the system. Thread the rope
through both tie-in loops: on the waist band
and also on the base of the leg loop. This
gives redundancy, as the rope is attached

through two points, and also gives a better
hanging position.Mammut has developed the
Tie-in Protector to prevent the base of the
leg loop from wearing out. The«belayloops»
will of course hold 15 kN in accordance with
safety standards, but due to abrasion and
age, they can lose strength; if this part fails
it could potentially be fatal. It should be
used when clipping on any rappell or belay
devices, but the seams should regularly be
checked for wear and the harness should be
replaced immediately if there is any sign of
deterioration.
On the glacier, the tie-in knots are clipped
with a locking carabiner to the belay loop;
when top rope climbing this is sometimes
done to save time. Always use a locking carabiner with a double closure system, like the
Mythos Triple-lock or two locking carabiners
clipped with the gates opposed. Non-locking
and single twistlock carabiners can be dangerous for this application.

Partner check
Stress, crowds (indoor climbing walls) and
routines pose the biggest dangers for making
mistakes when tying in or inserting the protection. Deadly falls have happened because
climbers have tied on to the gear loops. That
is why a routine partner check helps. Take half
a minute to check yourself and your partner:
are all buckles closed? Tied on correctly?
Knots tight enough? Safety devices clipped on
properly? Carabiners locked? Have fun!
Safe climbers always keep an eye on their
partner to make sure he or she is paying
attention. This is how trust and strong partnerships are formed in the mountains…

HANDLING
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FA L L T R A I N I N G
It does not matter how far you fall: a Mammut
harness will never let you down. But falling
has to be learned. Practice the right «falling
techniques» in a gym or on a safe route, so
that you do not have a fear of falling and will
react correctly should it come to the crunch.

Preparation
For your fall training choose a quiet, nice place
with enough space for your belay partner and
also good safety points (e.g. indoor climbing
wall, solid bolts). For your first attempts at a
fall you need a «fall friendly» site: vertical or
slightly overhanging without the danger of
hitting anything. When falling, make sure you
have enough distance from the ground and
give yourself more than enough fall height
(you always drop further than you think).
›
Learn how to fall in
optimal conditions.

››
Body control in falls is
very important.

›››
So does the belayer
absorb the fall energy.

Fall training
Push yourself gently away from the wall on
all fours, so that you do not slide along it,
but also don’t crash into it by doing a big
arc; you can practice when you are top roping
(jump down with a slightly slack rope). Make
sure you are in the right «flight position»:
upright, tight stomach muscles, slightly bent
over, legs slightly apart and towards the front,
knees slightly bent, both hands holding the
rope at the tie-in knot. At the moment of braking let the rope go and the impact on the wall
is evenly caught on all fours.

Belay training
Fall training is also belay training for your
partner: Through «soft belaying» he reduces
the impact. He goes into a slight crouch
and then stands up straight to hold the fall;
heavier belay partners have to actually jump
in the air. For lighter belay partners (about
20 kg+ difference) we recommend anchoring
the belayer.

HANDLING
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L I V E S PA N – T I M E TO R E P L A C E
Even if harnesses are one of the most robust pieces in climbing gear, their livespan are not
unlimited. By regularly controlling the weakest points of ones harness, one can scrap the harness before it‘s too late.

Harnesses olden almost as the ropes, because
they are built in the same materials. On the
other hand, they are largely over-dimmensionned, and do not have to be as dynamic
as the ropes. The danger of sharp edge fall is
also no question for a harness. Nevertheless,
you should you for safety reasons, scrap your
harness after a certain time. The following
table gives guidelines, which should of course
be adapted to individual cases. As an example, a harness wears off faster in a granite
chimney as in overhangs.

Moreover, you should control on a regular
basis, and after every important fall, every single stitch, as also wear-prone zones.
Special attention should be given to the tie-in
area. If any of these elements is damaged, it‘s
time for a change! And since your life depends
on your harness, the rule is: better too early
than too late.

The following table gives reference values
for the usability of the harness:

Frequency of Use

Approximate Life Span

Never used

10 years maximum

Rarely used: twice per year

up to 7 years

Occasionally used: once per month

up to 5 years

Regularly used: several times per month

up to 3 years

Frequently used: each week

up to 1 year

Constantly used: almost daily

less than 1 year

S TA N D A R D T E S T R E Q U I R E M E N T S
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All Mammut harnesses fulfil the prescribed Euro-standards EN 12277 and the UIAA-standard
for climbing harnesses. Our quality management, in accordance with ISO 9001, guarantees
the same high production standards on every harness. That means you can rely on Mammut
harnesses in every conceivable situation, on rock or on ice. A look behind the scenes of the
standards shows the tests which are relevant.

EN

EN 12277

CE-Conformity Symbol

This symbol shows that the manufacturer
recognizes his own responsibility; it is not a
quality symbol, but rather a type of passport
for that product within the European Union.
It means that the EN standards for product
security are maintained. The number after the
CE symbol indicates the testing facility (e.g.
CE 0123 for TÜV Munich).

UIAA

ISO

Products which display this symbol fulfill
the requirement standards of the UIAA. The
UIAA, the International Union of Alpine Associations, has for decades pioneered the development of practically oriented standards.
Therefore, in most cases, the UIAA-standards
are somewhat more stringent than the Euro
standards. All Mammut harnesses fulfill the
most recent UIAA requirements.

The ISO (International Organization for
Standardization) combines the united worldwide national normative organizations. The
ISO Norm 9001 defines overall process rules
for Quality Management. They maintain the
continuous quality of products and services.
Certifying is conducted by an external body,
for example the B.S.I.

TESTS

The Euro Norms have been especially tailored
for products to be standardized. Therefore, a
symbol is always accompanied by the number
of the norm, (for harnesses – EN 12277).
Products which display the EU norm symbol
fulfill the safety requirements and must have
passed a production-sample test at a recognized test center.

W H AT I S T E S T E D
Exactly what is tested, how are the tests conducted, and what do the results mean for the
practical performance of harnesses?

Pull from above

Pull from below

This test, in the standard loading situation,
is the most important test of the standard.
A dummy with the harness on is fixed in an
upright «head up» position, the rope is tied
according to standard, then the harness is
statically loaded with a force of 15 kN (with
children’s harnesses 10 kN). During this test,
no force-carrying pieces are allowed to break,
buckles are only allowed to slip a maximum of
20 mm (because of this slippage, a minimum
remaining length of the harness webbing is
necessary, see pg. 15). The test load of 15
kN contains a large safety reserve, because
according to standard, the maximum impact
force of a rope is not allowed to exceed
12 kN, and with falls that are braked dynamically, about 2.5 to 3.5 kN affects the body.
That means: you would break your back long
before the harness breaks.

For this test the dummy is put into a «head
up» position and loaded with 10 kN from
below (children’s harnesses 7 kN). All forcecarrying pieces have to remain in tact, and
the dummy is not allowed to slip out of the
harness. That means: even jumping head first
the harness holds without any problems. Of
course head-first falls should be avoided if
possible, but on ledgy rock faces, where the
impact and twisting danger is especially high,
put more protection in just in case!
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mm

All components in contact with the body have
to, due to the sudden force transmission,
have a minimum width. This varies for the
waist and leg harnesses. The minimum widths
are necessary so that, for example, the thighs
are not injured by the leg loops during a fall.

Belay loop

The tear resistance of the belay loop is separately tested. The necessary values, to which
the «pull from above» load corresponds (15
kN, children’s harnesses 10 kN), are more
than sufficient. However we recommend not
tying the rope on to the belay loop, but
directly into the waist loop and leg loop base.
This gives more safety when falling due to
redundancy and avoids wear damage on the
belay loop, which you need for clipping on
rappel or belay devices.

mm

TESTS

Harness webbing
width

HOW IS A HARNESS PRODUCED
A climbing harness has up to 45 components.
The perfect workmanship and the pattern
belong to the secret recipe for success of a
harness. All Mammut climbing harnesses are
completely hand finished.

1

1. Webbing
On special narrow band robots the highly
technical constructions for the webbings are
made. With computer-operated yarn-tension
control the high quality is guaranteed.
2. Punching of individual parts
On a heavy punching machine all pads of a
harness are cleanly and precisely cut.

2

3. Edging of the pads
The next step of the process is the edging of
the pads with a eudermic band on a special
machine.
3

4. Computer-operated sewing machines
All safety relevant joints of climbing harnesses are made on computer-operated sewing machines. Though the amount of stitches,
the yarn-tension as well as the pattern are
precisely controlled.
4
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5. Sewing in of the buckles
After the webbing was cut on the exact length,
the closure buckle is sewn in manually.
6. Sewing of the components
With special stitching machines and durable
stitching yarns the components of the harness are sewn manually. Features as the gear
loops and buckles are added.
7. Quality control of the stitching
Quality testers check the thread tension,
stitch quality and the correct fit of all features. If one of these does not fulfill the strict
test criteria, the harness is rejected.

5

6

8. Check of the EN standard
On the Mammut test center the production is
controlled: of each production run a random
sample of certain harnesses are checked to
meet the EN standard 12277.
7

8

9

PRODUCTION

9. Packaging and labeling
After the final control, the packaging and
labeling kicks the harness off onto their
travels – we have given all of our knowledge
and technical passion to take with them on
the way.

GLOSSARY
C

Carrying border tape S. 8
Chest harness S. 14
Children's combi S. 15
Closure system S. 5
Click buckles S. 9
Combi harness S. 15
D

Double-pass marking S. 7
Double-pass buckles S. 9
Drop seat buckle S. 7
F

Fall Energy S. 3
G

Gear loops S. 7
H

Hang test S. 16
Harness type S. 5
L

Leg loops S. 5
Livespan S. 22
N

Norms (EN, CE, UIAA, ISO) S. 23
P

Protector S. 6
S

Sandwich padding S. 8
Slide Bloc System S. 9
Size S. 17
T

Thermofixed webbing S. 7
Tie-in point S. 6
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